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Bible studies reaching hundreds
AARON

Rushdie:
Novelist shares

views on Iraq

SCHMAUTZ

Editor-in-Chief
Over 100 George Fox stu
dents are meeting every Sunday

NEWELL

Guest Writer

Anglo-Indian novelist Salman
Rushdie read selections from his

gles college students face.
Student Chaplain Kyle
Stump, one of the first members
of "Men for God," explains

The Men's group is loosely
structured, and focuses mainly
on testimonies, prayer, and wor

what God has been teaching us
that week, how wc have strug

ship.
"The Bible study is struc
tured only so we know we get

answered,"

through everything we want to.

Woman's Ministry coordi
nator Kelly Bilinski, who start-

night in what have quickly
become the largest Bible studies

why it is so successful. "The
group provides an outlet where
I can escape the busyness of life

on campus.

and focus on God. 1 have

There is no set time schedule;

gained accountability with other
guys, and we are able to be real

we pray, we worship, and we

"Men for God" and "The

MARILEE

Lssuc2,VoI.CXIX

Core" are gender-specific stud
ies that focus on the daily strug

gled, and prayers that have been
Ernie

Sturzinger, Junior. "It's a safe
haven for us from the world."

d i g i n t o G o d ' s w o r d . We
always leave time to discuss

and grow closer to God."

said

see Studies, page 3

Disco daze: 70's Dance returns

newest novel. "Fury"' and his essay
collection, "Step Across this Line" last
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at the First
Congressional Church on Southwest
Park Ave., Portland.

Rushdie, who immigrated to New
Yo r k i n 2 0 0 0 , a l s o fi e l d e d a u d i e n c e

questions on such issues as terrorist
attacks and the Bush administration's

pmposed war on Iraq.
"His experiences put him in

Tim Holland, Carrie Sullins

position to speak authoritatively on
religious terrorism," said senior Josh
Livingston who attended the event.

P O LY E S T E R

Rushdie was condemned to death

by former Iranian spiritual leader
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini in 1989
for publishing "The Satanic Verses.
The novel portrays the Quran in an
unconventional light.
With a price of $2.8 million on his
head, Rushdie lived in hiding until
recently.
"How can you defeat terrorism?'
He asked the crowd. "Don't be terror

ized! Don't let fear rule your life, even

if you are scared. Fear is a kind of
paralysis.
"When absolute-monarch fear

''H

garb dance the night
away in the EHS Atrium
during ASC Activities'

■

annual 70's Dance.

1^

Above: Seth Tippin

Jarett Creason

ALL

think! Your choice when faced with

PHOTOS

BY

AMANDA

K E ATO N

M o c k ' s t r a v e l t o Vi e t n a m f o r s o n
RYA N

MOCK

Benjamin was born on
February 26th, 2002, and
though no record shows what he
weighed upon birth, three

Staff Writer

possesses you. all you can do is sit in a
corner and shake - you certainly can'

PRIME:

Students dressed in 70's

Two

George

weeks later he still only

told me a year ago that 1 was

weighed 1.5 kilograms, just
over 3 pounds. Doctors believe

going to be a father again, and
especially that I would be trav
eling to Vietnam, 1 would have
said you were crazy. But after

that he was born around two

months prema

Fox

University professors returned
from Vietnam Tuesday with the
newest member of the George
Fox community

ture, and the

Ron and Melanie Mock

were

September II th last year,
Melanie and 1 thought about

worried about

what we wanted to do with our

his develop
ment, but he is

family, and this seemed like the
right thing," said an emotional

have officially adopted a son,

now up to 6

Ron.

dictatorship in Iraq?" he pondered.
"I thought Rushdie wa,s very wise

Benjamin Quan Mock, from the
Dong Nai province in Vietnam;
a process that has taken the bet

kilograms,

in saying that it's not a g(H)d idea for us

ter of six months.

to isolate ourselves from the rest of the

Benjamin was adopted
from an orphanage in Ho Chi
Minh City on Tuesday

Upon .seeing the orphan
age, the couple realized that
what they wore doing was not
only a benefit for lhem.selvcs,
but also for Benjamin.
After returning home, Ron
said, "The people at the orphan
age did the best they could, but
the opportunities for him there
were very limited, and this is an

fear is to either .stay frightened, or get
on with life."

Rushdie suggested that United
States foreign policies operate too
much on fear. "Will America fight for
*frecdoni.' only to install a military

world by jumping into war," said sen
ior Adam Sweeney.

Senior Aaron Stewart added

"Rushdie is a master with words: his

ability to draw you into what he says is
uncanny. I was impressed at the range
and depth of areas he touched."
October K). 2(M)2

September 24lh, but it was
another week before the paper
work was processed and the
couple could bring their child
back home to Dundee.

Mocks

over

13

pounds, and
completely
healthy.
Adopting a
child had not
been a dream
MFJ.AN1E MOCK

BABY BEN: Melanie and Ron Mock's

newly adopted son, Benjamin Quan.

for very long
for

Ron

and

Melanie.

opportunity for him to become

"If you had

what he should be."

"

■
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Newb on News Free Depression Screening Offered
Extra cost to
at Providence Newberg Hospital
E R I N

NEWBERRY
Assistant Editor

live in campus
house equals
fewer services

Finally! I made it into a house! No more running down the hall

from the showers in a towel to find my roommate's dad hanging out
in my room. No more estrogen-ridden squeals about some boy to jolt
me awake in the middle of the night.

Nope, I loved living in the dorms...then. Call it old age, but I'm
more than happy to settle into a quiet house with my close, intimate
friends.

However, this blissful campus living arrangement is not as heav

enly as I envisioned. I discovered some things upon moving into
Kershner Hou.se this year; the university doesn't provide paper tow
els. Or cleaning supplies. Or the interact.

I'm not complaining that I wish to be waited upon hand and foot
part of moving into a house is growing up. making your own meals
cleaning your own bathroom, taking out your own trash.

George Fox doctor of

men experience depression dur

psychology students to
screen individuals for

debilitating," says Campbell.

ing their lifetimes. "It s very
"There can be an inability to

include feeling sad and blue, not

enjoying activities once found
pleasurable, having difficulty
doing things that used to be easy
to do, restlessness, fatigue,

carry on day-to-day work. The changes in sleep, appetite or
most terrible consequence is sui

symptoms of illness,

which left untreated
can lead to suicide.

cide. One of things most associat
ed with suicide is a history of

C L A R K C A M P B E LT.

depression."

Guest Writer

Individuals feeling symp
toms of depression are invited to

participate in a free depression
screening held Thursday-Oct. 10.
from noon to 6 p.m. in the
Providence Newberg Hospital
conference room. All screenings

sions, feelings of worthlessness,

and thoughts of death or suicide.
The screening is being held

Campbell says depression is
very treatable. "Most people who o n N a t i o n a l D e p r e s s i o n
Day (NDSD), which is
get depressed wil recover rapid Screening
held each year during Mental
ly and will slay well longer if
they have treatment," he says.

Clinical depression is a seri

ous and common disorder of
mood that is pervasive, intense

Illness Awareness Week.
NDSD is designed to call
attention to the illnesses of

depression, manic-depression

and attacks the mind and body at

and anxiety on a national level, to

the same time.

educate the public about their

Current theories indicate that

^are confidential.

weight, inability to make deci

symptoms and effective treat
ments, to offer individuals the

clinical depression may be asso

However- hou.se dwellers pay MORE each semester for their

Under the supervision of
their professor, George Fox
University doctor of psychology
students will screen individuals

communication between nerve

need of treatment to the mental

expenses than do those living in the dorms. I deeply question this
First of ail- there is no work-study student who cleans our house,

for .symptoms of depression,
bipolar disorder and post trau

cells that control mood and other

health care system.
Free confidential screening

there are no cleaning supplies provided (due to liability), and there is
no internet available, yet we pay approximately 467 dolhu-s each
month. Tiiere are six people in my house, yet we only have one bath
room. The house I live in is much older and in much worse condition

than many houses on campus, yet I still pay the same amount.
1 love my house. It's a great atmosphere, and very satisfactory.
However, the fact that the money I pay each semester (1,690 dollars)
goes into a general fund and does not provide Kershner House with
some basic needs for living perturbes me.
Also, some of the money I pay to go to school here covers inter
net services. I know I have access to the internet at the CAI Lab.

However, since i pay MORE than 1 did living in a dorm (55 dollars
more), .shouldn't I have access to internet at home, just like the
dorms?

I don't care if it's ethemet or not. Through the phone line would

be fine with me. I just feel the university should offer to pay for that
service, since we pay the university to PROVIDE US WITH THAT
SERVICE.

I know that funds are .short, and for the most part are not wasted.

Everything a student pays is put to the general funds of room, board
and tuition, according to a student's standing with the school (ex; on
meal plan, full-time student, etc) and equally allotted to areas of need.

"The cabinet makes these decisions [where the money goes] con
sidering the expen.ses of upkeep- utilities, repairs, the amount of
required furnishing-etc." said David Johnstone- associate dean of stu
dents and director of residence life.

The university is aware that the students in houses do not always
receive a fair share of funds, and it tries to amend. In fact- five years
ago, when ethemet was wired throughout the suites and dorms, every
one BUT students living in houses paid $100 extra for the year. That

m a t i c s t r e s s d i s o r d e r.

When necessary, referrals will

ciated with an imbalance of

opportunity to be screened for the

chemicals in the brain that carry

disorders, and to connect those in

bodily systems.
Other factors may also come
into play, including negative life

is available at several sites in the
Portland area on Oct. 10.

be made.

experiences such as stress or loss,

According to Clark
Campbell, director of clinical

medication, other medical ill

National Depression Screening

nesses, and certain personality
traits and genetic factors.
The symptoms of depression

Day is available at
http:/Avww.mcntalhealthscrccning.org/depression.htm.

training in the graduate program,
one in four women and one in ten

In

the

More

information

headlines

Couple Donates Property Worth $3.9 Million
Newberg Couple Ken and Joan Austin wil give George Fox 24

acres in north Newberg for outdoor athletics fields as part of a

36-acre donation to the university and Newberg Public Schools.

George Fox Makes First Tier in U.S. News Rankings
George Fox University continues to be ranked as a first-tier university by U S
News and World Report in its 2003 editon of "Americas' Best Coleges."

was a step in the right direction.

tlie

According to Johnstone, the university also made a commitment

this last summer to complete the phone wiring in all the houses.
"Every house has internet access through their modum (through their
telephone line) to the GFU system." he said. "Unfortunately, this is
slow and affects the telephone service of the house."
The university hopes to someday add internet into the hou.ses, a

AARON M. SCHMAUTZ, Ocli,„r-i„c|,ief

75,000 dollar venture (rough estimate). However, at this point, il is
not prudent to use funding for adding internet into houses.

ERIN M. NEWBERRY, Assistant Editor
JONATHAN K. RIPLEY, Sports Editor

So. what do we do about it? 1 don't know. Informing the cam
pus is number one. This I am doing.
In the meantime, it would be great to get some paper towels.

STEPHEN ROBY,Arts & Entertan
i ment Edtior
ABIGAIL E. RINE, Opinion Editor

The Crescent would like to apologize for printing
errors in the first issue, published on September 27, that

NOELLE NORMAN, Business Manager
MELISSA LONGWELL, Copy Editor

resulted in many shortened articles.

In addition, Serve Day and chapel speaker pictures
in the news section were actually taken by Gregg Lamm.

MELANIE S. MOCK, Crescent Ad
ine Lrescent encourages reader response •

The Crescent would like to remind its readers that all

articles which appear in the Opinion section as well as
commentary columns throughout the paper do not nec

essarily reflect the views of George Fox University, ASC,
or The Crescent.
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NEWS

Where does your money go?

Health and

Computers covered in tuition cost
U S ^ j > E i . y. F P

dent to run all the departments
associated with CAC, including
Institutional Technology (IT).

Staff Writer
Sitting down at
y^>ur typewriter to

think, you form words

additional options, as offered in

The common cold:

past years, created more com
plexity when it came to
IT, technical support and

Tips for tolerating

computer groups.

jn your head before
beginning the clickchck-click of the keys

"The original bid is for
a standardized system,
and the purpose of the

that secure your words

this incurable
VA L O RTO N . , . n X .

Registered Viral lllieCtlOll

program is simply to pro

to the paper .

vide an educational tool

Wait! Does that

for students," Baker

say typewriter? ]
meant computer. And
screen. Thanks to the

says.

When the program wa.s
first instituted, only one

University's

desktop model was

Computers Across the

available; now students

Curriculum (CAC)

may choose between
desktops and laptops.
Tuition doesn't change
if a person chooses not to
N E W B E R R Y take advantage of the

program, all students

on campus are guaran
teed one of these tech
nological

Harmony

through their Salem office. Any

tools.

CAC was original- COMPUTER CRAZED: Due to the uni-

program, although Baker
says, "1 have never

ly designed to supply versity's CAC program, every student
students with a com- receives a computer upon enrollment.
puter that met class

room needs. The program sup

plies funds from which to pro
vide both students and faculty
with computers, and George Fox
University is the only university

Every year, more residence
areas are given Internet capabili
ties. Internet costs to the resi

dence areas come out of the gen

eral tuition, as well as IT funding.

in Oregon to have continued this

The cost for the computer does
not directly include phone lines,

program.

WebCT, ethemet, etc.

In order to secure computers
for each incoming freshman on
campus, George Fox entertains
competitive bids from several
well-known companies, such as
Dell, Apple, and Gateway. For
the last few years. Gateway has

Baker estimates that in the

campus, including all residences,
have

Internet

take his or her computer."
CAC applies to all tradition
al undergraduates; transfer stu
dents have the option of "buying
in" to the program, paying half of
the cost themselves if they trans
fer as juniors.

access.

Currently the Stevens Center is
completely wireless, and when

dents, degree-completion stu
dents, and graduates have no
computer options.
In response to rumors that
the CAC program may be discon
tinued, Baker assures that no

won the bid. Once a bid has been

complete, it, too, should have

decisions are being made at this
time and that the program will

accepted, a price is set that
includes a software package, usu

wireless connections.

continue for at least another three

ally some version of Microsoft

figure out wireless solutions for

Office (although not always the

the lack of Internet connections

entire program). These prices
range from year to year, although
the price usually runs between

in the houses on campus, but
able to access the Internet from

really valuable to students or
not," says Baker. Administration
believes it still is, despite many
students bringing their own com

$1350 and $1500 for a laptop.
"There is no more illusion of

anywhere on campus without a

puters to campus.

cable.

"The goal of the program is
to provide students with an edu
cational tool to enhance learning
in the classroom," Baker says.

$1600." Robin Baker, vice presi
dent of academic affairs, says.
"For the last three or four

years we've been able to buy
good machines for less..." The
difference is placed into the
tuition "pot" to be distributed as
needed, although it costs the uni

versity more than $1600 per stu-

the renovation of Wood-Mar is

The university is trying to

eventually, a student should be

As to the variance in com

puter options over the last sever
al years. Baker said the program
had become too complicated.
As a result, this past year
fewer options were available,
although for those students who
chose the PC option. Gatevyay
offered trade-ins and/or upgrades

to five years.
"The question is whether it is

haps a fever or headache. A stuffy nose and thick, yellowish mucus
may develop. You could have stuffy ears and sinus pressure around
the eyes, forehead and cheek bones.
Not the greatest way to spend the week before midterms.

What can you do? First, be patient! Your body's immune system
mounts an all-out war against the virus and will usually clear the
infection within one to two weeks.
Remember, viruses are different from bacteria. An antibiotic wil

not help you get better faster. On the contrary, antibiotics are not only
useless against viruses, they may be potentially harmful by contribut
ing to allergic reactions and antibiotic resistance.
Tips to feel better:
Get enough sleep.
Drink plenty of hot fluids.
For sore throats, gargle with wann sail water
(1 /4 Lsp salt/ 8 oz water).
Take hot showers to help reduce nasal congestion.
Relieve symptoms with over the counter medications.
If you find that you get stuck in one phase of your cold, where a
symptom keeps getting worse instead of belter, see your health care
provider.
"It takes about two weeks of treatment to cure a cold, but with

out treatment it takes about 14 days." (Old European nuLxim)

Microsoft Outlook

offers many options
News and information fold
ers available on new foxmail
problems for many returning stu
dents. Many

logical devices, students will be
an important part of that decision
proces.s.

the group. Not unlike "Men for

God " "The Core" has a loose

homepage on Outlook, there is a

Public Foldeni icon in the right
hand corner. Clicking the icon
will access

students have

you to a page

missed cer

with discus

tain

sion folders,

First

Class

fea

news

tures.

ers,

i:

However,

folders, job
information

working hard

folders, etc.

to make the

These fold

new system

ers are good

as "homey"
as po.ssible.

sources
AMANDA

Public Folders were introduced

that we believe God is the uili-

Iteieaderattdwii structure the

of

information,

K E ATO N

and excellent
tools for communication.

onto'Outlook. These folders arc

It's hard to Icam new tricks,

similiar to last year's folders on

but, with persistence, Microsoft
Outlook as foxmail may start to

FirstClass.

time according to his wti. God IS

fold
class

IT has been

Recently

"'The Core' is spint-led in

jrnruIfoteahodyforHim,"
Se1u
t'mpsum^_
;i ^0*

days, starts with a sore throat, sneezing, cough and runny nose, per

form, such as hand-held techno

ed about what this year holds for
-

The "common cold" is caused by a virus. A cold lasts seven to 14

The new campus foxmail,
Microsoft Outlook, has presented

continued from page I
ed "The Core" last year, is excit

prayer, and testimony. .

avoid this unwelcome intrusion in their life.

Although in the future the
program may take a different

Studies: students grow together

schedule that focuses on worship,

It's that time of year when a "cold" Is just waiting around the cor
ner to attack you. Most people want to know what they can do to

Professional studies stu

next two or three years, the entire
will

known of a student not to

Nurse

Once you enter into your

seem like home.

Sports Teams
Clubs-Student Groups

groups and prayer, this DIGGING DEEPER: Students Luke Welbourn, Ben

Earn $1,000-2000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fundraising event. Our programs make fundralsing easy
with no risks. Fundraising dates are fillingquickly, so get with the

time where students can be Salisbury and Ernie Sturzinger, members of Men foi

program! It works. Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238,
o r v i s i t w w w. c a m p u s f u n d r a i s e r. c o m

AARON

SCHMAU'

to grow deeper m Q^j^ gjudy the Bible together in the prayer chapel.

their reiationshjps^;^Mber
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OPINION

The halfnaked
truth
ABIGAIL RINE I have lo admit, 1 am

Is euthanasia nu^Uy right?

When life is torture, death is mercy Life is always woith fighting for

Opinion Editor relieved to see the cold

weather rolling in - and
not just because I love the rain.

Frankly, 1 am just tired of walking around
campus with the creepy feeling I have stumbled

onto the set of'Baywatch: The College Years.
Warm weather seems to invoke a tendency to let
as much hang out as possible.

M AT T

STEWART

Guest Writer

Could you kill a person?
Most of you probably would
n't, but the que.stion is not as
black and white as it may seem.

Few would object to mercifully

judgmental, but after countless conversations

known as non-voluntary

I decided it was time to speak.

"pulling the plug" of a braindead person, yet this is what is
euthanasia. The euthanasia of a

person with the ability to make

informed decisions is voiunlary

Many women don't realize how detrimen-

al it can be to don a top made with little more
than dental floss. At one time, showing a little
ankle was scandalous, but now it seems the only
limit is avoiding nudity. If a scrap of fabric is
clinging to some part of our body— we're okay.

NATHAN GOIN

body is to be present with the

Guest Writer

Lord" (2 Cor. 5:8).

1 .suppose this <ulicle is directed mainly at
my fellow women out there. I'm not trying to be
with guys who are stmggling to ignore the belly
buttons winking at them from across the room,

said: "To be absent from the

euthanasia.

Involuntary euthanasia is
generally seen as acceptable in
the American eyes. Laws also
support this form of doctorassisted .suicide.

What should we do when

person is dying slowly or

Grandma gets old and sick?

painfully. They tout it is better

where the patient asks lo be put Well, naturally, we should put
to death, shouldn't the patient her down much like the tamily

she relics on painkillers for an

In the more controversial

case of voluntary euthanasia,

puppy. Or maybe we should

uncomfortable existence.

As Christians, many
a f fi r m t h a t d e l i b e r a t e l y

follow the example of certain

My question is: How far

Eskimo tribes in Alaska. As

should we take euthanasia?

W h i l e t h i s a f fi r m a t i o n

may be true, we also recognize
that responsible health care
professionals struggle to
choose the lesser evil in certain

situations: such as when pain
becomes so uncontrollable thai

entirely all our fault. Every time 1 go shopping

of Evangelicals believes that in

life is .synonymous with torture.
Can this truly be called

for clothes I get frustrated about how the shorts

cases where extensive brain

life? No, this should constitute

keep shrinking, and the shirts are translucent
spandex-like concoctions that cover only half

injury or brain death has

a need for voluntary euthana

occurred, no medical treatment

sia,

you prefer your stomach to be completely
exposed, or your back? How about both?!"

Although this may limit our shopping
options, we .shouldn't .stoop to the industiy's

|/evel. More hinges on modesty than you think.

First of all, we have an obligation to act in

a way that keeps our brother from stumbling.
Trust me, if you show a lot of skin, most guys
don't just .stumble- they fall flat on their faces.
I'm not coming down on the guys; I realize
how tough it is to keep the mind where it should

be in this sex-crazed society. All of us have a
responsibility, no matter what your gender, to
encourage one another in righteousness.
1 like to give most women the benefit of the
doubt- they might not realize how damaging

immodesty can be. I'm not advocating that we

The NAE acknowledges
thai the withdrawal of life-sup
port .systems is an emotional

It is torturous for family
and friends lo see their loved

one dependent upon a machine
for life. In such cases, tlie par

and difficult issue, however,

ties concerned should have a

they believe that medical treat

choice about the situation.

ment only prolonging the
inevitable has little value.

They believe thai the
dying process be allowed to
continue and the patient per
mitted lo die. This is especially
true of those who are looking
forward lo an afterlife.

For as the Apostle Paul

eiders grow too feeble or sick

destroying life created in the
to take care of themselves, the
image of God is contrary to our
family sends them out to sea on
Christian beliefs.

The National Associalon

can reverse the process.

to end one's life before he or

get the final vote?

Hmm...I disagree. Now, I realize it's not

the torso. The fashion dilemna is now, "Would

euthanasia .say a prescription
intended for lethal results
should be a possibility when a

In the ease of a person
mentally capable and terminal
ly ill, there is a point when the
mental and physical torture can
become overwhelming.
When life has become
more torture than life, the

patient should have the choice
to mercifully choose death.

Should wc prescribe poison for
severe rheumatism? Should wc

give patients with mental dis

family pels to put down for the

orders the option of death.
becau.se they think they have
no hope of help? Maybe wc
should replace mctliodone with
euthanasia for drug addicts,
since no one can truly be freed

economic slate of the family or

from heroine withdrawals.

because their arthritis is a little

The entire proposition of
euthanasia presents an easy out
that can be abused by those
who bclivc life no longer has

a ice drift lo quietly die.

Though the states of
Oregon, New York, Florida,
and Washington seem to dis
agree, my grandparents are not

too severe.

Euthanasia is little more

than handing a death sentence
to someone who is in pain or
"terminally ill." Ironically, the
pcnson who carries out that
sentence is the very doctor
who should be trying, against
all odds, to save them. That

seems a tad contradictory.
Euthanasia might not be a
lethal prc.scription. It could
mean pulling the plug on a res
pirator that is keeping a braindead or coma patient alive. In
this case, I don't believe the

doctor is necessarily practicing

euthanasia; rather he is letting
nature lake its course.

Many supporters of

hope or value. In a culture
emphasizing youth and com
fort, death beconies an easy
answer for those living in pain.
But euthanasia is not the

answer. The elderly used to he
happy taking a.spirin for their

aches, which progressed lo
prescription medication and

talking about their latest hip
replacement at the bingo htill.
Now it's euthanasia.
1 think somewhere down
the line we lost the focus that

all life i.s worth fighting for.
We need to rediscover it.

Good to the last drop ?

abandon shorts and tank tops; i am simply call

ing you to show di.scernment in what you wear.
You'll have to choose your limits where fashion

Coffee does

is concerned, but consider the consequences

y o u r

before you show the skin.
Dressing modestly will not only help the

men around you stay pure in thought, it will
also benefit the way you view yourself. If you
reduce yourself to a two-dimensional fashion
plate, that is exactly how you will be seen.
We are women, not "chics". Let's treat
ourselves as such.

From the Pen of the PresiM
BEN

WEINERT

ASC President

directly into my gums made me
nice and numb. It was only after
the anesthetics wore off that I

expect to be this relaxed. I

couldn't do anything. 1 tried to
walk from one room to the next

and the walls would began to
sway. I cracked open a book to
do my homework and the words

Some people say to cut off
their hands. I say, give them a
vicodin and call it good.
I recently visited my dentist

began to feel the effects of what
they did to me in that chair. The

ran together into solid wavy

s o u r c e o f r e l i e f : Vi c o d i n .

to have a tooth removed that had

every four hours as needed for
pain." My alarm was set to four-

During one of these euphor
ic episodes, I was talking with
Matt Johnson, who is responsi

been bothering me for some
time. The procedure went flaw
lessly and the tooth was out
before I knew it. Pain? I didn't

feel a thing during the extrac
tion. Six shots of the good stuff

"Take one tablet by mouth

lines. I was .seriously sedated.

ble for making the SUB

hour increments. As I sat back

Basement the coolest hangout

and sucked down .some pudding.
I began to realize that vicodin
did more to me than I expected.
Sure,l was pain free, but I didn't

on campus.

He informed me that the SUB

Basement is continually being
trashed by students. The equip

ment IS torn up, and things are

moved around and not returned one will be so sedated that they
to the way they were before.

can t make a mess. Plus, any

Every year we tiy and add time you're on this stuff you are

some new attractions to the

having a good time. It's the

answer to all our problems."

Basement, but if we dont' take
we aren't going to
responsibilty and begin respect forceThough
feed vicodin to anyone,
n
i g tbe cqup
i ement we arleady

have,weIhavetousethefunds please help us out by keeping

thataresetasd
i eforpurchasn
ig
new equipment for repairs

Mn
au
t!"m
I sbu
l rlip
resd
n hJtV
mCthgrooutgti h

WeI maketi mandatorytL'

cntrtStr^^'i^et:
fh
' n a vciodn
i pkliS
' evcr-i

the SUB Basement clean. If you
tnove something around, put it

back when you leave. And if
you use the gaming equipment,
please take good care of it.
Thanks for your help. (The

President and his pen do not
•'iipport drug use for any purpose

other than medical).

t h e
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OPINION

L i t u rgical prayer honors God through unity, piety
In addition, I find the charge
that liturgical prayer is "mind

^uest Writer^

"mindless"" l!"'"'''.terms

' " - f c S r. - ' " ' ' - -

strate'^the demon-

exists f "'^8'"'^^ view that

prayer ,n the evangelical subcul-

less to be particularly ignorant.
It is possible for a person to
follow a liturgy with

Common Prayer is scripture.
Funny how Christians don't

slight the Bible for being old and
unchanging.

proclaiming their faith in one

without thought or
care if he so chooses.

.spirit of unity will allow us to
worship Christ with one heart and

You can't tell me

one mouth. By praying together
words given to us by God, I
believe we draw closer to God's

18 limes requires rapt

will for us.

attention, and neither

Although there are many
benefits of liturgical prayer, its
use will most likely boil down to
personal preference. 1 find it per
fectly reasonable that some peo
ple prefer other forms of worship,

prayer.

Personally, I find I
must discipline
myself more to
remain in prayer when

and 1 respect their choice.

following along
silently.

Some people
express distrust in

praying in any words Monday through Thursday at 5:05 in Ross 140.
but their own. While I recognize describe my life than any I could prayers, and in giving us these
the merit in stating one's prayers imagine. I attribute this not only prayers as windows into our

Deserve More
When I was a kid, my dad
S C H M A LT Z

Editor-in-Chief

ABIGAIL E. RING

AT THE ALTAR: Brady Romtvedt, Kate Brain, and Mark
McLeod kneel in worship at Evening Prayer, which meets every

Women

AARON

unity it brings to worship; The
sound of an entire congregation

leap with joy.
Romans 15:5 says that a

neous

In the liturgies I'm familiar
with, most of the text comes
straight from scripture. In fact,
80 percent of The Book of

worked nights, so my mom was always
home. If 1 was ever disrespectful, my

D e a r E d i t o r,
As a Christian called to be

an example of love in every

me in the back, and look me for a

aspect of my life, it is my duty to

sense, then, that the first girl I learned to respect was my mom.

Growing up as a guy is a funny thing, though. In elementary
school, girls were gross. Then, all of the sudden. I found myself trip

ping over my cheetahs when "she" walked into the class.

In junior high, the closest 1 got to girls was at school dances

Yeah, that was me leaning against the wall nodding as the pretty ladies

walked in. High school relationships ran their two-month course.
Then I found myself here at Fox. It definitely took me a

while to figure things out. Perhaps the hardest was realizing that 1
knew nothing about women. It's a sad truth, but it is real for most

guys. Luckily for you, though, after being slapped enough times, I
began to wise up. So listen up GFU guys. You want a date? Here is
some unconventional wi.sdom

A woman is not an object. Don't insult her intelligence; she

is probably right. Listen. Go on real dates. If you can't afford a nice
restaurant (Ladies, humor us, we are poor), be creative. Go on drives

Learn how to swing (women dig playgrounds).
Pay Even if she reaches for the check, come up with a cute
excuse for why you have to pay. Learn how to cook. Understand why
Thev are called girlFRlENDS (pal around...quit thinking everything
hos to be so darned serious.) Figure out where God fits into your rela

obey God in all respects. Often
this does not happen, but I make
it a habit to do my best, even
though 1 frequently fall.
The attitude of the article
entitled "Homosexuals should be
embraced as fellow believers" in

the Sept. 27 issue, however, dis
turbed me greatly.
The passage from Matthew
about judging others, often taken
out of context, also follows with:

"Do not give to dogs what is
sacred; do not throw your pearls
Evaluation is the key to this
passage. Ultimate judgment is
always in God's hands, but as
believers, we are commanded to
evaluate those we associate with.

1 John, quoted at the begin

dont' lie No woman deserves to be hurt because you are tndecis.vc)
For that matter,

with I John 4:7-8, which com

p Ifashe
t i esays
n t .she needs
' a few months to gel to

Vnnw vou shc is HOt being unreasonable. Do your research- find out

^ r, .Tshe likes and di.slikes. Dating is never about •■me - ,t ts about

^U^S".tewmn
i gwTry"newthn
i gs.Ifyoursg
ilhtdsicomfortbrn
i gs

her gn®'''on weight (Cosmopolitan is wrong;

most beauti
ful women
in you
the worl
d areto.not.Spoil
a sizethe
someofofttebecause
you
feel like
have

lo^w
enbecher
ausefeel
youlike
wantshe
to.Uis
ndethe
rstand
thatsspepon
il g
heck ^
out
ofom
Make
most

s'he maintain
probablyeye
is. contact, look up.
cial gift yo"Xif b-re
you can't
Very few wo ^

are Ltered when some sa
l ck a
j wed moron

becomes fixates on looking for perfection. They are just

. X ir you take a chance and treat

method of prayer is better than

others, you are claiming superior
ity to centuries of Christians that
have gone before you.

Paul has kindly given a list of
sins as examples. Sexual

refuse to obey him?

immorality is included, both here
a n d i n t h e fi t h c h a p t e r o f

all love, how can we as

Ephesians, which does not con

we pick and choose which com
mands to obey?

done even a "hint of sexual

immorality."
Lately, I've noticed that the
morality of homosexuality has
become highly debatable. It is a
sin or an alternate lifestyle?
Specifically, homosexuality
is described as detestable in

Leviticus 18:22. Granted, this is
only one verse, but later on in
chapter twenty it is given a bit
more weight, describing it as a
sin punishable by death.
So I conclude that homo

to swine."

ning of the homosexuality article,
generally describes how
Christians are supposed to treat
each other. Many are familiar

tionship (if she wants a God-fearing man. tmd you can't provide that,

However, to brand liturgical
prayer as less valid or less pleas
ing to the Lord is wrong. Not
only are you supposing your own

LETTERS TO THE Editor

dad came home in his police car, threw

spin." Most kids don't get arrested for talking back. It only makes

Be

One of the greatest attributes
of liturgical prayer is found in the

any church service

tor centuries in the Church. I
to discredit its value.

met.

voice is enough to make my heart

does hearing someone
else pray a sponta

unchanging nature has been used

For we have been promised that
the Holy Spirit will interpret our

souKs, 1 believe the promise is

son can go through

prayer. Often it carries with it the

tind It amusing that its age and

the words but to the Holy Spirit.

into it. However,
sadly enough, a per

that singing a chorus

distinction of having been used

to the wisdom of those who wrote

out putting his heart

chun-h ®^'"S grown up in a
eveJry^sservice, I am particularly
disturbed by this attitude.
Liturgical prayer can be

haractenzed as formal, written

uniquely, I find it arrogant to
believe this practice is superior.
Often liturgical prayer gives me
words that more accurately

m a n d s u s t o l o v e a n o t h e r. B u t

part of this love requires
Christians to help each other—
especially where sin is con
cerned. 1 John 5:16 stales, "If
anyone sees his brother commit a
sin that does not lead to death, he
should pray and God will give
him life."

Interestingly, we are also to
"interfere" in the lives of our fel

low believers, according to
Galatians 6:2, which calls us to

"restore gently" those who are
caught in sin.
Prior to this command.

sexuality is a sin, and one
abhorred by God. And since

Christ did not come to do away
with the law and prophets, but to
fulfill them, it is clear that these
standards remains even in this
c e n t u r y. »

Drunkeness, greed, idolatry,
theft— all are sins, but to openly
flaunt this to believers and non-

believers as an acceptable
lifestyle because "God loves me
anyhow," is the exact opposite of
everything we are commanded
(not requested) to represent to the
world.

Tolerance means accepting
others' rights to different beliefs
or practices without attempting to
surpress them. For those who
haven't noticed, we serve a lov

ing God, but definitely not a tol
erant

one.

Sin within the body of
Christ is to be dealt with in a lov

ing and gentle manner, but it is to
be dealt with. How can we .say

Since God is the source of
Christians show God to others if

Speaking to those of us who
profess Christ as our savior, 1
Corinthians 5:9-13 says to disas
sociate those who claim to be

Christians, yet engage in sexual
immorality and other sinful
lifestyles. Paul writes, "What

business of mine is it to judge
those outside the church? Are

you not to judge those inside?
God will judge those outside.
Expel the wicked man from
among you."

- Heather Hermans,
Student

LKT YOUR VOICK HKAUD!

The purpose of the
Opinion Section is toencour-

lUgc discussion and rcspon.se. if
you read an article and desire
to give the newspaper and
campus feedback, don't hesi
tate to write a Letter to the
Editor!

To send a letter or article

to the Opinion Section, email
abrjne@georgefox.edu. or
address your letter to Abby
Rine. campus box 4088.1 look
forward to hearing your
thoughts - and so does the
campus.

Abby Rine
Opinion Editor

we love God if we blatantly
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GLEASQN
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Vice President

Senior Class President

AARON

YEN

TSE

Junior Class

Representative

SCHMAUTZ

Editor-in-Chief
ERIN

NEWBERRY

Assistant Editor

DESIREE

The 2002-2003 George Fox
University class representatives
are a serious bunch. They all
have trained themselves to oper
ate without food and sleep so that
H AY W O O D

Sophomore Class
Representative

HALL

Freshman Class

Representative

and we will have great activities

tary education major, has differ
ent ideas for her classmates. "My
main vision for the junior class
this year is to seize control of
Bruin Junior so he can go over

that get our class to interact with

seas for Juniors Abroad. That's

is Desiree Haywood, a 19-year-

all. There is no more."

old music and accounting major,

Yen's counterpart Ryan
Magnuson, a 20-year-old biology
major, hopes to get a feel for the
political structure within the
ASC.

all taken time out to discuss their

for ASC next year, so this is a

goals for the school year.

good opportunity for me," said
Magnuson.
Magnuson promised that he
and Yen will plan several events
this year that should be fun for

Senior class President Erin

She strives to see the senior class

MICHELLE

Yen Tse, a 20-year-old elemen

they may serve their classes bet
ter. Busy as they are, they have

Gleason, a 21-year-old computer
science major, has one main goal.

Lt)

SCHMAUTZ

Class representatives:
Serious about their calling
AARON

n

scheller

"I am interested in running

come together. In their last lour
of duly at Fox, Gleason would

the whole class. "There are

love to ensure that the senior

He .said.

class creates lasting memories.
She hopes to get to know people
better, and, with the help of a
senior class committee, organize
senior chapel and plan two activ
ities per semester.
Senior class Vice President

Brianna Scheller. a 21-year-old
nutrition and business major,
echoes Gleason. "We want to get
everyone involved as much as
possible this year, with both
ideas and participation." Said
Scheller. "We hope to create a
bit more unity and make this last

year an awesome memory."
Junior class representative

many exciting things to come,"

The sophomore class repre

sentatives are devoted to making
this year memorable for their fel

low classmates. Their joint mis

our community can be improved.
Hayworth's partner in crime

hopes to be a voice for her class.
"I want to be a liaison

between the student body and
student government," Haywood
explained. Her motto for the
year is communication, team

work, and community.
Last but certainly not least,

the freshman class reps hope to
introduce their classmates to col
lege life with many fun events.

ycar-old pre-med and psycholo
gy major, is looking forward to
many events this year. "I'm

excited about the turkey bowl.

n

E LISSA HAYWORTH
Sophomore Class
Representative

Michelle Hall, a 19-year-old

ogy major, explains how she

intends to reach her classmates

My goal as class representative
IS to serve my classmates bring
ing a sense of community and
unity as well as a lot of fun

year old (probably) psychology

tive Elissa Hayworth, a near 20-

Representative

elementary education or psychol

activities and giving of ourselves

Sophomore class representa

Junior Class

also want to be aware of ways

through out the year. I am so

family-like."

MAGNUSON

one another," said Hayworth.

sion statement outlines their
intentions; "We want to see our
class come together and learn to
be more interactive with fun

to others. We want to be very

n

RYA N

exctied to see the awesome work
God IS going to do in usi"

Christopher Roenicke a IS

major. IS excited about the oppor-

meetnewpeopelTn^

serve his classmates.

. help others bv

giving them direction and a per

to ioiow," said Roenickt

CHRIS ROENirKE

Freshman Class
Representative

fun be a i„t of

^tober 10,2002
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F E AT U R E
2U02-200i Central Committee of George Foxl

ASC

active and ' encouragement and unity by providing an inter-

BOLP

sion. ^ Christ in every personal and professional deci-

and

tv with serve its students, staff, faculty, and surrounding communi-

is to <!ppW for communication. The desire of this group

of slrvlnlTth.! encompass the entire range _ / i' /finances i.. »• , " "''y- through activities, communication, J f'f
facultv
H •'y being
a voice
from
the students to the -2) ti/ M/l/ W itL
^culty and n'
vice-versa."
(ASC MISSION
STA
TEMENT)

^tnny J. Weinert

Courtney Hcck

President

21, senior interdiscipli-

Bethany Winstead
Secretary
19. sophomore elemen
tary education major.

Vice President

21, senior social work
major
A short 5'11. with fire-

naiy Christian ministries
and theatre major.
Describes himself as
Tony Hawk look-alike.
Engaged to a life of
being a bachelor."

Describes herself as

engine wavy red hair,
and amazing almond

" TA L L ! "

eyes.

engaged...very far." she

"I

Simply stunning.

Yes, she is single. But, nope, not looking. She's

"simply praying and waiting and waiting."

would involve the interests of the perfect girl."

higher level of involvement, creativity, and owner
ship. Fox students have so many resources, and I

h efor a day
f o,nrPortlaH
t o"a perftea
ke
nd Of^course,
ct dat
Mr President oversees the Central Committee

Ms. VP's goals are to empower students to a

and makes sure "everyone's hearts are stil beating

hope to provide an ear for listening and have ready

normally." In addition. The FoxHole, SUB

feet."

Basement, and Mr. Bruin all report to him.

He hopes to lead with an attitude that leadership

is synonymous with servitude. 'T am not just giving
my own opinions to the powers that be, but I am voic
ing the opinions of the students around me."

She is in charge of class reps, the student project
fund, and the academic needs request fund.

"My theme verse is Acts 2:41-27...it's a passage
that challenges us to high standards of living, and
calls us to fellowship, rejoice and a pure devotion to
the Gospel."

Nicole FItzhugli

T Ve a s u r e r

Cominunications

20, junior busine.ss man

Director

agement and accounting

20, junior communications

major.
W8" from 6' brown hair,
or brown eyes.
And guess what ladies
he's not engaged!

media broadcasting major.
5'3", with a curly blonde
'"fro," green eyes, and
Mexican "(even though

He looks for a woman of character and intellect

from

Her standards are high. Someday she hopes to find a
man who is mature, sincere, and complete in God, but
not now.

As a secretary, her goal is to offer with a warm,

friendly, and orderly atmosphere, to be a good steward
with finances, and to be a voice for students.

Among other duties. Ms. Secretary is responsible for

taking the ASC meeting minutes, overseeing club presi

dents, ordering supplies, updating the SUB calendar,
organizing Get Involved Day, collecting and distributing
the ASC office mail, organizing highway cleanup, and
maintaining the ASC website.

Quite a job for quite a lady.

Joshua Kenf Hunter

and imagines the perfect date as "coffee, a welcome

far

said.

What does he look for? Simply two eyes one

alT^OnT^rrn " Personality (hair is option-

am

Kyle Stump
Student Chaplain

22, senior history major
5'4," short brown hair,
stocky build, blue eye.s
Nope, not engaged...
and he likes independ
ent women who have

[she] doesn't look like it).'

nice hands

Is she engaged? "*&'^*%$ no!"

Mr. Chaplain's mission this year is one of holi

change of scenery, and excellent conversation.
Although, he says, "I have yet to be a party to an offi

sense of adventure who are "madly in love with

ness: "My desire for the George Fox community is
that we would have a longing desire to grow deeper

[her]."

and in more personal relationships with Christ," he

cial date."

But, she's not picky with her favorite date: "I
love variety ... so there's no one perfect date for me.
I just love it when a guy treats me like I'm special and

said.

Mr. Treasurer deals with every day disburse
ments of student funds. He also manages long-range

financial planning for the ASC and heads up the
fi n a n c i a l c o m m i t t e e .

He hopes to attain more responsibility to stu
dents from financial aid and student accounts. He

would like to see the two departments be more under
standing to student needs.

Fitzhugh appreciates dark-skinned men with a

important to him."
Ms. Communication is in charge of "managing
The Crescent, KFOX, the Bruin, the Wineskin, the

darkroom, and the Campus Album Project."
She said, "Basically my job is crisis manage

ment; my amazing staff does all the work."

Activities Director

actions to George Fox and the surrounding communi
ty.

Aimee J. Peterson
Christian Ministries

Justice

black hair, smiles and
encouragments

No engagement rn
i g graces here
l ft hand.Y

nr:::i"lS;S-p.ans.o^cusonge.,.„g ™ore people i-oWed and«
"We really want to s j. ( ,|,e more
this year. The actives are always
interest

ferent ministry venues. In addition, feels he must be
set an example of integrity through his words and

of

Ms. Activities would I different

different social groups by offer.n^

Director

20, junior business market
ing major.
5'6, with light brown hair,
blue/green eyes, "your
average brcathtakingly
beautiful business major!"

She has brown eyes,

,he

Chaplain's committee, whose purpose is to create dif

Supreme Court Chief

20, junior business man
agement major

merrier."

His role as chaplain requires him to oversee the

Rachel Cook

Kim Dittler

the

"God calls us to be servants, willing to humble
ourselves to serve our brothens with God's love."

21, senior business mar

keting major.

Describes hersclfasS'l",
with black hair and

brown eyes.

Nope, she's not engaged!

there, NOPE! She likes a guy who can make her

While she looks for a strong Christian guy who
is ON FIRE for God. her primary focus this year is on

laugh. "Sense of humor is key," she said. "I also real

her role as Christian Ministries Director.

Is she engaged? "Luckily for all you boys our

ly like intelligence, passion, and personality."
She's looking for a date who will cook with her,
take her to an amusement park, and gaze at the stars.
Ms. Supreme Court feels her biggest goal is to
create a student judicial board. Through student life,
this would enable students to receive punishment

"1 would like to aid students in forming a
stronger and intimate relationship with our Lord and
Savior," she said. "1 pray that I am .sensitive to this
campus's need."

She chairs the Christian Service Committee,
which is made up of five paid ministry coordinators,

through a jury of their peers instead of the student life

and oversees various off campus minsitry opportuni

activites (swing dance, etc.). to journey

staff."

ties. The five different mini.strics under Christian

towards; but it is the journey that m

vote at elections.

Her motto? "It is to have a ^ „

She al.so hopes to encourage more students to

Services arc Urban Services, Community Service,
Youth Outreach. Little Bruin, and Serve Trips.

-Ursula K.Leguin
Issuc2 VoJ.CXIX
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Film Ethics: Marketability vs. artistic quality of movies
KENNETHD^
K E N N E T H H AV i g

Staff Writer

Film is, in some ways, the

newest art form. Compared to
other arts it still has some matur
ing to do. What makes this medi
um interesting is that it is more
commercial than other art forms.

An excellent example comes
to mind in the form of Warner

Brothers' superhero franchise:
Superman. A recent New York
Times article mentioned the stu
dio's wish to redo the series.

A battle raged among studio
executives over which project to

give the go-ahead to begin pro
duction: Batman vs. Superman,
or an epic Superman trilogy. Not

a single one expressed concern
over which would make a better

film. The primary concern was,
of course, marketability.
That Warner Bros, is con

cerned with money should not

come as a surprise. Filmmaking
is very expensive, especially for a
special-effects filled picture like

rSuperman.
. . . If a .studio
. . wants
F itol r o g o e r s

k n o w that'w
h problem.
e t h eFilmg
r _a
movie
w ,w iIl l b e
s the
good or not without seeing it, but
have become accustomed to the

cern of audiences, however,

Spielberg's "Minority Report'
reminded artistic filmgoers how
exciting and involving action
films could be, without falling

should be the lack of balance. A

into cliches and formula. Sam

continue making movies, they
have to make money. The con
studio will only release a film if

they think people will go to see it,
which is why they tend to forget
their responsibility as artists.
In the golden days of
Hollywood, the 1940s and 50s,
studios were concerned with
money too. However they were

also known for consistently pro

viding quality, entertaining films
that withstood the test of time.
This includes Warner

Mendcs' "Road to Perdition" was

a beautifully complex tragedy,
and M. Night Shyamalan's

"The Maltese Falcon."

Commercial appeal radiated from
these films, but so did the art as

each one improved on the artistic
quality of this infant art form.

Of course, good films are
still being made. Steven

week after week.

that's why critics exist. They
watch movies eontinuously, and
most of the time they know what

Studios may be obsessed
talking about.
with money, but thats' not a prob they'Ifrenothing
looks exciting at a
lem we can fix. We do have an

local theater, don't worry. There

effect on what they release, how are plenty of great films out there
"Signs" was the rare suspense ever. Executives will only fund
film that managed to surprise films they believe will make most people have yet to discover.
Dig into the classics. You'll
today's tough croud.
"Signs" is, in fact, an excel

lent example of the combination
of commercial appeal, artistic
expression, and creativity.
Shyamalan wrapped his tale of

lost faith inside an alien invasion
Brothers. In fact, Warner set the film. Using humor, suspense, and
standard with such classics as scares to keep the audience
"The Wizard of Oz," "Gone With • involved, he subtly unveiled

The Wind," "Casablanca," and

mediocrity studios pump ou

some of the most complex char
acters in recent memory, a tech
nique he says he learned from
watching Alfred Hitchcock films.

However, the cineplex is

filled with formulaic, uninspired
films for the most part. Sadly,
audiences seem content. Perhaps

money. Of course, they can only
guess whether or not a film wil

be successful, so they follow
trends in box office results. If for
mulas make money, then fomiulas are what they will release.
What modern audiences

need to learn is to be selective.
Studios will always make
mediocre movies, but they will at
least make an effort to provide

find that almost everything being
released today is a variation on
one of the great works of the cin

e m a .

The American Film

Institute's list of the top 100
movies is a good starting place;

you can find it online at;
www.ari.com/tv/movies.asp.
You could also try Roger

quality entertainment when audi Ebert's great movie reviews pub
ences express a desire to see just lished every other week. You can
that. That will happen when,audiences learn to recognize quality
and stop shelling out hard-earned
money for bad movies.
O f c o u r s e i t ' s d i f fi c u l t t o

fi n d
his
list
at
w w w. s u n t i m e s . e o m / e b e r t /

great_movies. Heek, anywhere is
a good place to start, just as long
as you don't go see "Swimfan."

Newberg's new hook Ski or ride from $27.50 a day!
is a Blue Trout
BRANDON BUERKT
Guest Writer

Recently a new cultural
breeding ground emerged in the
green waters of Newberg. On
Friday, September 27tb, the

Blue Trout Gallery opened up

combined in such a spectacle.
All this culminated in the

viewing of the gallery itself.
Mark Terry, a professor at Fox,

and Jim Busby, from Linfield,
all showed ceramic pieces that
complimented the colors and

on 111 CoiJege St. Owned by

textures of the gallery space

George Fox University's own

and the works on the wall.

artist in residence, Gary Buhler.
the gallery launched its official

wouldn't be the Blue Trout

premiere exhibi
tion with a col
laborative show.

$295
if you buy before November 3,2002
- ON-LINE„with a credit card at SKIHOOD.COM
- PHONE_call 503.287.5438 or ^OO.SKI.HOOD <754.4663>
- MAIL OR FAX_call our office fo.- a form

without Gary
Buhler's bright
ly colored land
scapes of rivers

share

this

and streams of

space with three
other George Fox

fi s h . T h i s m a s
ter of watercolor

artists and one

had some beauti

L i n fi e l d a r t i s t .

ful work on dis

I'm just pleased to have it up

$325 if you wait until after November 3,2002

Of course the gallery

"I'm pleased
to

-

Greg Johnson, a student at Fox

MEADOWS

-VISIT_the Portland Ski Fever and Snowboard Expo

SKI

November I - 3 at the Portland Expo Center

conjunction with the official

play that made the white plaster
walls with exposed brick lay
flat underneath his dynamically
vivid color palate.

opening of the French Bear,
Newberg's only deli and import

Summer Stream" exhibit

store, featuring fine foods and

Buhler's honed sense of com

local wine. Festivities coffee

position and color coordination

shop around the comer on First

St. also opened its doors to help

in an arrangement of rich
rivulets, rocks, and vegetation.

- Organizer receives a complimentary lift ticket

sponsor the event, and tours ran

Reminiscent of the colorful

through the new apartment

Northwest scenes from which

space recently renovated above

they are derived, Buhler's

- Plus receive a FREE 10 Time Pass for every 20 sold>
-Visit our web site at SKIHOOD.COM for deails

these businesses.

paintings boldly project the

and running," said Buhler.

The show ran beautifully in

Outside, the street was
moving with people who were

richness of God's creation in a
tribute to their Creator.
B l u e Tr o u t s h o u l d b e a

there in support of friends and

model and an inspiration to
future gallery spaces in the
Newberg area, as the burgeon
ing art district begins to
emerge. "It's been a big effort,"
says Buhler. "I'm looking for

Roughly Hewn, a local band,
e c h o e d o ff t h e h i s t o r i c b u i l d

ings lining the block of College
St. and its adjacent alleys.

ward to running the place."

Food from the deli wafted
scents out into the melodic res

And Newberg is looking
forward to having the Blue

onance of the band, and ampli

Trout as a permanent fixture in

fied all of the sensual revelries

its downtown area.

'Gctofaer ifl,

RESORT

fij »!in

■

llesoft Riribassador

4 lime Qlympiae

Paintings like "Late

either attracted to the hubbub or

family involved in the open
ings. The Celtic styles o f

MX HOOD

r W/ienyoiioI

o group of 10 or more

W before October 2S, 2002

for first ten 10 Time Passes sold.

- Cal our sales office 800.SKI.HOOD for order forms

WEHAVEYOURPASS,YOUPC
I KTHEPRC
I E!
^■TheTenTm
i e Pass provd
i es a pass hod
l er ten day/ng
i ht

CALL^

season and is normally $325. It represents up to a $490

503.287.5438

lift tickets to Mt. Hood Meadows during the 2002-03

800.SKI.HOOD <754.4663>

value.

The Ten Time Pass is non-transferable until March 31

2003, when the pass holder may share his or her pass

WEB^

SKiHOOD.COM

with others.

Pass holder must be present to receive lift ticket by
presenting pass at any Mt. Hood Meadows ticket window
Card expires spring of 2003 and is non-refundable

SEND ORVISIT

9' 75SWIStAve.Sute
iM
Portland. OR 97201

€
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Sh^up and Listen:

Is pirating music

E

off the intemet

^^XKPflEN RORV

morally wrong?

^&EEdiior

arcn t really costing the musi
cians money. Even if this were

It is done everyday;

d yaout
v Last
t year
f iitnslowed
a nthe
d
University's bandwidth so
from ;h

dass hours so professors could

true, doesn't pirating exploit
tirlist's ideas?

Think of the last time you
had a really great idea, and
someone stole it. Even if they
don t take credit for the idea

-e .h ,t 13 rewarding and it is they are still using it without
peimission.
easy but is pirating music from y o u r So
is pirating music off the

Ihe Internet morally wrong?

Stealing used to be wrong

matter how easy it was.

Grabbing a handful of penny

candies from the drug store
ways resulted with a swat on

the rear, no matter how harmless
' was.

The problem is that stealing

las become so easy. The thief no

longer has to avoid eye contact

with the person he or she is
stealing from. You can click the
lOuse, and bingo, you are now

the proud owner of a brand new,
and completely free, CD.
J realize that many of the

multi-million dollar bands might

not be directly effected by pirat
ing. But is immorality completebased on negative conseucnces? That would make right
and -wrong completely relative,
and it would aiNO solve the probein of pirating music.

Intemet a sin from the heart

Yes, in my opinion. It i,s break
ing the law of copyrights, and
stealing the work of professional
musicians without compensa
tion.

So what does this mean? It

Crosstide: balancing act
ADAM R SWEENEY

respect for individuality and tol
erance. "People appreciate

Guest Writer

Local indie-rock headliners

Christians who are willing to

Crosstide, fronted by George Fox
University graduate Bret Vogel,
played a set of almost entirely

question," he said.

When writing songs for the

new material at a crowded

Portland club the evening of the

band, Vogel says he tries "to get

so organic and real...and so hon

out of the way of the music... just

est."

let it come out, and not force it."

28th. .

Crosstide, who has shared

where it comes from," Vogel
said. He added, "If the music

the stage locally with such pop

ular acts as Jimmy Eat World
and the Juliana Theory, only
played two songs from their last

means a lot to mc, 1 have to

write lyrics that mean a lot. If
that's spiritual, then that's what

release, 17 Nautical Miles, the

goes into the lyrics."
Rise predicts that in the

album for which they toured

future Crosstide will sign to a

nationally last summer.
"Their new songs are more

bigger label and continue tour

radio friendly, so they have the

ing. Vogel confirmed their plan
to demo more songs and tour the
Northwest in January, followed

potential to sell a lot of CDs"

claims Craig Rise, owner of Rise

Records, the independent label

ADAM P. swi-;f-:Ni-:v

Honest Music: Bret Vogel on Kingdom. "Everyone's taking

albums.

lead guitar for Crosstide

Though Vogel, the band's
without words.

is wrong. We've known all

along. Kazaa (a popular music

band. According to Vogeh peo

paid off. According to reviewer

Yo u c a n c a t c h C r o s s t i d e ' s

"sharing" program) even tells
you that you are receiving an
Illegally copied program and
that you can be puni.shed in
court of law by breaking copy
right laws. That doc.sn't change
the fact that it is still popular.
I'm not here to judge you

ple in the local scene have "a real

Owen Humphreys of 4emo.com,

next all-ages show for $6 at the

distaste for music that focuses

Crosstide's music "encompasses

Meow Meow in Portland on

heavily on ministry rather than

all that is good within the

October 24 at 8:00 p.m. For more

music itself."

[cmo/melodic hardcore] scene."

information, visit the Crosstide

This approach seems to have

He has noticed, however, a

Fan and fellow musician

sider our ways wisely. We do a

Granted, there have always been

good songs, but the album as a
whole was traditionally less

quality oriented.

Both the recording caliber of

this CD and the merit of musi
cians involved were higher.
It is definitely a change of

Free. David Fuller, Joann

pace. The focus is more on what

the cost of the CD does not pass

played rather than whether or not

into double digits.

the music says and how well it is

it is "feel-good", "sunny day"

music.

Last year's campus album
Many artists on last year's
has a variety of music styles, but campus
album sing music that
it still manages to have that gen

CORY

MANDINA

Staff Writer

Cliris Tomlin; Not to Us
The recent worship craze has tempted
many artl.sts to produce music that is not heart

nation of both hilarious, yet serious lyrics accompa
nied by an uncanny ability to rhyme make for a paral
lel to what Eminem does with his music. Hindsight i.s

may have stepped into the public eye, but he
still ministers in a worship group called
Passion. This is just one aspect of Christ
Tomlin that shows the integrity of his music.
He practices what he sings.
With this mix of mood-setting acoustic
guitar and electric/rock feel, this CD makes for
an awesome experience that should undoubt

tically a smorgasboid o c
ty and artistic truth, t is .

Ive your mind and spoil your

the artists.

One of the many comments

overheard all around campus is

'""Like other campus albums,

that this album is "... better than

:;r;;rix;=»

This statement is well supported.

trend of mediocrity m qutiLty-

all the other campus albums.

The campus album this year

is high quality, easy to listen to,
and definitely affordable.

fl a v o r .

Hindsight is Reuben's follow-up album to his
debut LP entitled "Arc We There Yet?" released in

own Bauman Auditorium with Rebecca St.

Pictured It. Breathe

James on October 19.
T r a c k s t o c h e c k o u t - W o n d e r f u l M a k e r,

Enough, Famous One. Not to Us

Slick Shoes: Slick Shoes
Any band that can become as popular as Slick

Shoes has without having to go "mainstream" has got

Sarah Groves:

All Right Here
probably like this album even more. The
lyrics were full of Christian inspirations, and
should not fail to encourage women looking
for a good role model like Groves.

but it is always real and it is

to avoid the negative messages that run through the
majority of secular rap music and still get the same

2000 on Gotee Records. Along with John Reuben,
this label also produces bands such as Relient K,
Grits, and Jennifer Knapp.
Tracks to check out - Hindsight, Soundman, I

music even seems melancholy,

exceptional mu.sicians, U .s p ac- always true to the experiences of

definitely a good alternate album for anyone looking

edly spur the listener on to reflective and wor
shipful one-on-one time with God. Tomlin is
the ideal worship leader for Generation-X. Be
sure to see him when he comes to our very

.sampler

With such a greai c

An unlikely comparison that should give you an
idea about this artist is that his rapping style is compa
rable to Eminem's (Christian of course). Pushing all
of Eminem's character traits aside, John Rcu's combi

"All Right Here" is Groves' second
release. If you liked her first album you will

and praise God. Sometimes the

John Reuben: Hindsight

"Not to Us" is Tomlin's first solo album,

doesn't always come right out

of

Slick Shoes

and a very impressive debut at that. Tomlin

eral appeal many higher quahty
CDs

w e b s i t e a t w w w. c r o s s t i d e . n e t

Sarah Groves and

lot of things we know arc wrong,

things just aren't worth bein
mora! about." Is this a truth you
should apply to your life?
Talk amongst yourselves.

with Rise Records in 2001.

Chris Tomlin, John Reuben,

a reminder: a reminder to con

sometimes aulomalically.

with various lineup changes,
since 1999 and began working

A music review:

or even dictate what you should
do. Hearing this should .serve as

2002 GFU campus album

Whitaker and Roy, it is a wonder

school off," Vogel said.
Crosstide has been together,

He said he generally writes first

After Midnight.

Seymour. Ben Hawkins, Bryan

by a tour of the United

that released the band's last two

felt. Chris Tomlin does not fit that description.

With such artists as Aaron

"The music is the most spir

itual part because I can't explain

Christian, Crosstide doesn't con
sider themselves to be a Christian

stealing is wrong no matter how
asy it has become. But is pirat
ing really stealing?
Some people argue that they
would not buy the CD anyway,

music and entertaining songs.

a melancholic urgency." He adds,
"the band's performed energy is

p r i m a r y s o n g w r i t e r, i s a

Ryan BUinchard. referring

Midnight on Friday is an
excellent compilation of quality

songs speak for themselves with

news to us that what we're doin

to music, once said, "Some

A & E Editor

Bryan E. Free, also a George Fox
graduate, agrees that "The new

shouldn't come as shocking

But I happen to believe that

S T F. P H E N R O B Y

E

Although this CD has a good appeal to a
specific audience, it is definitely not my type
of mu.sic. f may have a bias view, but it
seemed to me that the songs all sounded the

to be doing something right. This CD is incredible
both musically and lyrically. This music is some of
the best melodic punk rock around. The combination
of the blazing guitar riffs, powerful drum beats, and
the voice of lead singer Ryan Kepke make for an
album that is worth every penny. Unfortunately. Slick
Shoes is only a 32-minute CD. Regardless, it is an
impressive piece of work.
Their latest LP is their fourth release on Tooth and

Nail. It contains the likes of bands such as MXPX,
Ace Troubleshooter, Bleach, and Kutless. Slick Shoes

should not disappoint any that are even mild fans of
punk rock. It also manages to have a crisp, original

same. In short, if you dig a contemporary feel sound, a trait becoming more and more ellusive today.
with pianos and other pretty sounds, Groves
is definitely for you.

Tracks to check out - My Ignorance, Alone, I
Knew, Friday Night

Vol. CXVl
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SPORTS
The Knicks ended up losing
Antonio Spurs in five game.s.

Girls soccer has high hopes

Ewing. an II-time All-Star
holds a number of Knicks

Bruins look toward

the Finals series to the San

records, including leading scorer
(22.8 points per game) and lead
J O N AT H A N R F P I . F Y

Sports Editor

Centers of

ing rcbounder (10.4 rebounds
per game). He finished with

career totals of 24.815 points and
11,606 rebounds, and career
averages of 21 points, 9.8

rebounds, and 2.4 blocks per

attention
Ta'o of the greatest centers
in the history of the NBA retired
this year.
Patrick Ewing and Hakeem

Olajuwon, retired this year after
playing 17 and 18 years, respec
tively.
The two seven-footers were

next week to gauge
growth and perform
ance in Northwest

Conference
ROBERT RLETSCHER

Staff Writer
Without a doubt, the past

game.

Hakeem Olajuwon was
absolutely dominant for the
University of Houston even
though he had not played organ

ized ba.sketball before he got
there. In college, he was known
for his tenacity, fierce play under
the hoop, and willingness to
throw down at the drop of a hat.

week has been a lough one for
the George Fox Women's Soccer
team.

There is light at the end of
the tunnel, however, as the
Bruins have a chance in the

upcoming week to take on teams

of greater challenge.

The Lady Bruins lost 2-0 t o

AMANBA KEATON

GOOCH: Kristin Gooch puts a move on a Linfield defender in a
home game on October 5.

the two most dominant centers of

Olajuwon was selected by

t h e P a c i fi c L u t h e r a n L u t e s

their era, and have to be included

the Houston Rockets with the

in conversations concerninglhc

first pick of the 1984 NBA Draft,

September 29, giving up goals on

the Lady Bruins to 0-7. 0-5 in bit more time to prepare for the

two penalty kicks, one in each

greatest centers of all time.
Patrick Ewing came to the

which included future Hall of

NWC play.

Earners Michael Jordan, John

1 in NWC paly. The loss dropped teams in the league had quite a

half. The Lady Bruips got off

the

NBA out of Georgetown. where
he dominated every facet of tlie

Stockton and Charles Barkley.
He made an immediate

eight shots, but were not able to
put any in the net.
Next up were the Linfield

game.

The hype on Ewing was so
big that some conspiracy theo

impact averaging 20.6 points and
11.9 rebounds per game as a

Wildcats, who posted a 6-0 win
over the Lady Bruins on October

rookie. He teamed with 7-foot-4

Hetherington
has a positive

5.

outlook.

rists still believe that the 1985

Ralph Sampson to fonn the

NBA Draft was rigged so Ewing

"Twin Towers" in Houston.

could be drafted by the New

With Sampson averaging

The Lady Bruins then hosted
the Bearcats of Willamette

University on October 6. The

Yo r k K i i i c k s .

22.1 points and 10.4 rebounds,

Bearcats won 3-2, in a game that

Coming out of college, the
future for Ewing seemed limit
less. In his rookie year he didn't

they became the first NBA duo

took overtime and posted a
record number of shots by iOth

disappoint, averaging 20 points,
nine rebounds and two blocks

per game, and took home the
.Rookie of the Year trophy.

I In New York. Ewing was

seen as the man that would put
the Knicks in the upper echelon
of the NBA again.

since Will Chamberlain and

Elgin Baylor of the 1970 "Los
Angeles Lakers to each average
more than 20 points and 10

Willamette.

rebounds.

period, but could not convert.

Olajuwon continued to
impress throughout the 80 s and
into the early 90's. Beginning in
1992-93 Olajuwon continued to

The Lady Bruins had four
shots on goal in the overtime
With the win, the Bearcats

record moved to 9-1, including 5-

fi r s t - y e a r

head
A n d r er

e

w

brings

coach
I
the

w

competition
Lady
Bruins
as they host
W h i t w 0 r t h

University

"We

a r e d e fi n i t e l y
i i pi ruoi vui n
v gi i ii tn;
im
organization,
passing and

- r
III

I—J

;

o n

October 12

;—i—\

W

h

i

t

m

'JAthe
maj
or bright ^/"'^/^^V^University
Lady Bruins in 2002

and
a

n
o n

October 13.

has been senior goalkeeper " T h e s e a r e t w o
Cori Wulf. Wulf leads the
n e s s , "
strong teams in
NWC
with an average of 10.4 the conference,"
Hetherington
saves per game, and is second s
said.
a
y
s
tactical aware-

"You havet
o^ in. t.o.ta. l saves
with 52.
^^^etheringt' on,' "two'
.1--.
lough
games

remember that our

pre-season was cut short to only
five games, where as the other

which

will test our character as much as
our skill and endurance."

The Knicks continued to

Rockets to new levels of success.

Bruin men depend on speed

struggle, however, despite great

Introducing a new line of
spins, fadeaways and jump shots,
he became virtually unstoppable

Playing to strengths
and maintaining

Besser(Jr.) had 10 saves on the
day and made a diving stop with
Linfield up 1-0 late in the second

intensity are goals for
rest of season

half. Besser could not control the

play in the middle from Ewing.
They didn't have a winning sea
son until 1988-89, when they

improve, taking himself and the

on offense while continuing to

were 52-30.

mature both on defense and as a

Ewing, one of the few true
centers in the NBA. finally led

t e a m l e a d e r.

the Knickerbockers to the NBA

averaged 26.1, 27.3, 27.8 and
26.9 points per game. In 1993 he
was NBA Defensive Player of
the Year and runner-up for

Finals in 1994, the first year of
Michael Jordan's retirement.

Jordan's Chicago Bulls had
been the Knicks main stumbling
block come playoff time for four
years, and everybody saw this as
New York's chance to finally win
another championship.
Hakeem Olajuwon and the
Houston Rockets had other

thoughts, however. Olajuwon
and the Rockets edged Ewing
and the Knick.s 4-3 in the best of

seven series. Olajuwon dominat

In the next four seasons he

league MVP.
After beating Ewing and the
Knicks in 1994. Olajuwon led
the Rockets back to the Finals

again in 1995. where he disman
tled Shaquille O'Neal and the
Orlando Magic, sweeping the
series 4-0. Olajuwon and the
Rockets wouki not got back to
the Finals again.
Olajuwon is a 12-timc Ail-

ed in the scries and took home

S t a r a n d a n a l l - d e f e n s i v e fi r s t -

the Final's MVP trophy.

team or second-team selection

The Finals win was a form

nine limes. He is the career

t)f revenge for Olajuwon, whos

leader in blocked .shots with

University of Houston team lost
to Swing's Georgetown team in
the 1984 NCAA Final Four, 84-

3 . 8 3 0 . H e fi n i s h e d w i t h c a r e e r

^5.

averages of 21.8 points, II.I
rebounds and 3.1 blocks per

Ewing and the Knicks got
back to the Finals only one more
time, in the strike shortened 1999
s e a s o n .

Unfortunately. Ewing tore

his right Achilles tendon in game
: of the Eastern Conference

totals of 26,946 points and
13,748 rebounds, and career

game.

The two greatest centers of
their generation, two of the
NBA's 50 Greate.st Players, gone
in the blink of an eye.
Patrick Ewing and Hakeem

Finals and wa.s unable to com

Olajuwon. truly, the centers of

pete in the NBA Finals.

attention.

ctober 10,2002

CORY

MANDINA

ball, allowing the Wildcats to put
in the rebound and eventually
Derek Dougherty(Jr.) did not

After the first few games, the

play for the Bruins due to the loss

George Fox Men's Soccer team

tle."

overtime thriller against

Willamette University, Sunday
Jesse Johnson scored both
Bruin goals, the second with

game show and endured both
ups and downs.

only 1:27 left in regulation and
just 17 seconds after Willamette

In other words, the Bruins

record (2-6-1, 1-3-1 in NWC)

had scored a go-ahead goal, then
the Bearcats and Bruins battled

only partially reflects the pro
gression of the team thus far.
"Our biggest strength has

through two overtime periods
for a 2-2 tie.

definitely been speed," said

Despite the Bruin men's

Jesse

record, Rasmusscn points out a
few bright spots for the team.

Rasmussen(Jr.), "Unfortunately,
we've struggled to stay compet
itive in the second half of games

Dougherty has had some great

touches and has worked well

this season and we tend to fall

together with Jesse Johnson(Sr.).
Jason Kintner(So.) has been

apart a little bit. But if we play
to our strength and stay fast the
entire game, we'll do well and
start winning more games."
By looking at the team's

their first goaf, we started to lose
some intensity and fall apart a lit

'October 6.

has allowed both sides of their

m i d fi e l d e r / d e f e n d e r

Tschan. "But after they scored

The Bruins played a two-

win 2-0.

Staff Writer

the most part we were able to do
that," said head coach Manfred

solid and Besser has been excel
lent in the box."
AMANDA KEATON

All in all, the team is .solid,
and even in the midst of their

record to this point, it is evident FOCUS: Craigh Luughland conccn- current struggles, the Bruins still
that the team has struggled, trates as he prepares to pass the ball look to compete in the
While the team has not been to an open teammate,
Northwest Conference.
able to pull out as many wins as
As Ron Besser puts it ever so
it would like, fourpf their losses

have come by one goal and two
losses by two goals.
One of those two goal losses
occurred on October 5 against an
undefeated Linfield squad. Ron

of his grandfather.

"Playing without Dougherty

was definitely a struggle, but
regardless, we knew we'd have to
be scrappy and work hard to beat
a team like the Wildcats, and for

simply, the Bruin's success is just
a matter of "scoring more goals

than the other team." A deep con
cept that might take the Bruins

Men's Soccer team back to the
top once again.
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ins come up short

everyone that after their glory
year of 2000, which ended with a

EAIEiCiUmils

41-9 thumping of Notre Dame in

the Fiesta Bowl, they are back to

opponent ^--aptains Mindy Cotner(Sr.) and

being the same old bottom feed

measnpRHY- cautiously Schultens up front, along with
The Genro c games in of the outside hitter Nicole Bostic(Jr.),
team

h a s taking
b etheir
e r recent
f n l Wt,^ ^against
" o y7th
ba
ll L conL^ the
ranked beginning.

SCOTT miRKHAPT

things were expected from

stating, "We respect
their (Whitworth'
s) abilities, but

Guest Columnist

young Beaver QB Derek

That Wacky

experienced defense. While

Pac-10

against Temple, UNLV and

victories in stride

gamel
:r:rn'trr'p^.^rtr
'^-S 5week
rebounded nicely in 1,,

21
30
f'®'" (30-28-30'•30-'
4) 14>
in three-game
sweens
in a span
of fourv /days
r—•
i

luur

NWC, while Whitman dropped

asm throughout every game and

taking on the conference champs

of constant energy and enthusi

every point
» u has permeated
pviiiiwaii,.u

aays

aliens
Schultens

^^elly roster. Working from the top with

mailed

home 17 kms
against Willamette,

The next objective would be
from a year ago, and current
leaders of the NWC, the

Whitworth Pirates, who were yet
to be beaten coming into the
t h r i l l e r.

and followed up

The

Bruins

that performance

came into the match

with four blocks

'fired up and ready

against Linfield to

for action. Great

lead the defensive

Irallies progressed

charge. Fellow cap

throughout the

tain Mindi Cotner
(Sr.) joined in with

match as both teams

showed exactly why
Ithey were con

a combined 70

tenders for the con
ference title.

assists in the two
matches to set the
table for her team

A long battle

ensued throughout
the opening game,

mates.

Combining for
. A M A N D A K i Z AT O N

[ c o m i n g t o a fi n a l

the Bruins to an Angela Burright and Brandy Mailer go up for a block wh'f °h
overall record of ^Sainst Whitman on October 4. wnitwoith.

11-2. 3-1 in the Northwest Coach Grant and his assistants, a
i

n

Conference, only a single game

common thread has bonded an

behind the conference leaders.

inspired squad with an urgency to

After taking the tough loss to

play to full potential at all times.

the 10th ranked UPS (Pugel This attitude was evident in

The next two

games were controlled by the

Bruin women from the very start.
Showing their passion, intensity,
and desire to win. The Lady

Bruins to.ok charge of the match
Sound) squad, the effects have freshmait Haley Slapleton, who with a pair of wins, 30-19 and
been two-sided. Coach Steve said, "We are sticking with our 3 0 - 2 7 . G o i n g i n t o t h e
Grant reflected on the defeat, game plan, no matter who the fourth game, the George Fox
recalling that, "At the end of the

match, there were feelings of
anger for what we nearly accom
plished and those feelings still

opponent is."
Certainly, this fundamental

squad was given the chance to

tactic of all-encompassing inten

to Spokane with their first con

sity has caught on. The George

ference defeat of the season.

- and they will do it as a team.

Whitworth fought hard with
their backs to the wall, however,
and powered home the fourth

send the Whitworth squad home

persist."
On the other side of the coin,
an urgency to combat that regret
ful feeling of having fallen just
short has left the players with a
newfound confidence in knowing

Fox volleyball team will be ready
for any obstacle put before them
Having refocused their posi
tive energy and notching up the
motivation factor, inspired play

game, 30-15. This victory sent
the match to a deciding fifth

exactly what they are capable of
doing. Having this experience
could leave the Lady Bruins with
just the antidote for dispelling the

was sure to be an imminent

wind up with the victor's crown
for the day.
The Lady Bruins traded

demons of the past.
"We should have a healthy

fire burning inside when we play
them (UPS) next time," says
Grant. "There will be a sense of
direction not to let a great oppor

tunity slip through our fingers."

Th a t w a s p r e c i s e l y th e

notion that could bring GFU to

the top of the hierarchy of the
NWC.

Possessing the same mode of

ramblinGS^

observance to the lay spectator of
the Bruins' weekend meetings.

game to determine who would

Match-ups on the 4th and
5th of October against Whitman
and Whitworth, respectively, left

blows with the Pirates in the 15-

ample opportunity for the Bruins
to get right back into the thick of

inside and played great defense
on all accounts, pulling out the

the NWC title hunt.

fifth game by a 15-9 margin.

point, rally format fifth game. In
the end, Whitworth played great

Bringing their "A" game to

Falling ju.st short, the Bruins

the court Friday night against the
Whitman Missionaries, the Lady
Bruins were firing on all cylin

left Miller Court with a bitter

ders, taking down their opposi

could go toc-to-toe with the #7
team in the country. They proved

tion in three straight games (3015, 30-18, 30-27). Led by co-

Rodriguez. The next Mariano

taste in their mouths, yet possess
ing the knowledge that they

to everyone — and themselves —

Kemp gave up .$15 million, how

fON ATH AliLBIPLE^

after .starting the last three years
6-0. Who knew?... Will Grant

is he going to pay his child sup
port?... How old is Rodney
Peetc? Really?... Do you really

Sports Editor

Hill ever be healthy again?...Ls

want to win the Hcisman?... Tom

Barry Bonds is the greatest posi
tion player in major league histo

Brady. Jeff Garcia, Kurt Warner,
Jay Fiedler and Rich Gannon all

ry?... Ken-yon Ranibo- the
greatest name in football... Four

drafted after the fourth round or

...Is there anything

ing than watching M.chae V.ck

play QB?... Shaq o"t J
December, drtesn t matter He

tereinAprH..,PT.-. ebes

Itv_rer'
Braves dynasty
ovc_^with L
o v e r

> Maddux?..-

Glavine or

f o r caron Butler...Franc.sco

October 10. 2002

Rivera?... St. Louis Rams go 0-5

Anderson, as well as the Beavers

Anderson impressed against
lesser competition in games

to 5-8 overall, 0-5 in NWC.

Saturday afternoon

these wins brought

Coming into the year, big

Taking another win in con

ference pushed the GPU netters'
record to 12-2 overall, 4-1 in

know
if of,
weweplay
like
\ve^re that
capable
can beat
any team in our conference."
This same sublime attitude

Senior and co-cantain^lh.ii ^he entire Lady Bruins

out

ing Beavers of years past.

not drafted. Todd Marinovich,

words: Angels, Twins. Giants,
Cardinals... Madden NFL 2003 is

Heath Shuler, Cade McNown,

the greatest video game ever...

drafted in th first round. You tell

Did .loe Buck really sing "Head.
Shoulders. Kneels and Toes" on
national television?... If Shawn

me...Why has .soccer not yet

Akili Smith, and Ryan Leaf all

caught on in America?... John
Stockton is the best PG ever...

Division I-AA Eastern

There is something ironic
about the fact that the speakers at

ithe annual 70s dance pumped out
disco hits throughout EHS on
Friday.
For the first lime since
November 9,1976 the California

Golden Bears beat the
Washington Huskies. The

Golden bears of UC-Berkeley
beat the U-Dub 34-27 on

Saturday in front of the Husky

home crowd. The UW loss broke

a 17-gamc home-winning streak,
and handed the number 12

'Huskies their second loss of the
'young season. They also Io.st to

[Michigan in their first game of
the season.

For Cal and Jeff Tedford, the

smell of succes.s is tinted with gr
een and gold. Tedford, the for

mer Duck offensive coordinator,
has turned an anemic Cal offense

'around using some of the same
schemes he used at Oregon.
The Golden Bears were 1-10

iJast season and were the laugh
ing stock of the Pac-10 confer

ence. Cal hired Tedford away
from Oregon before the Ducks
ran over the University of
Colorado Buffaloes, 38-16 in the
Fiesta Bowl. That was the last
g a m e Te d f o r d c o a c h e d a t

Oregon.
The Golden Bears bolted

out of the gate in 2002 with 70

points against Baylor in a 70-22
win. They followed up that big
win with two more wins, includ

ing a 46-22 upset at Michigan
State.

Having tripled their win

Kentucky, he has struggled
against Pac-10 foes.
The Beavers defense, which

came into the year receiving
praise for its speed and experi
ence, has done the same. The

defense impressed against early
non-conference opponents, but
has struggled in its battles with
L.A.

In the meantime, the Ducks

continue to be flying high in
their quest for their fifth confer

ence title in six years. Oregon
continues to punis h weaker foes
in preparation for what arc sure

to be some hard fought Pac-10
battles later this season.
The Ducks defense is cur

rently allowing 14.5 points per
game and sporting the sixteenth
best defense in the nation. The

Ducks, normally known for their
offense, are showing their true
colors this year on the other side
of the ball, Nick Aliotti has had
to rebuild a defense that lost both
starting comerbacks and has had

to platoon inexperienced defen
sive lineman.

The 7th ranked Ducks and

their great young defense abused
Arizona last Saturday, 31-14,

while allowing only 30 rushing
yards.

The Ducks senior running

back Onterrio Smith had his fifth

consecutive 100-yard rushing
game, with 145 yards and two
touchdowns on 28 carries. His

five consecutive 100-yard rush

ing games ties him with Bobby
Moore a.k.a. Ahmad Rashad for
the Oregon record.

In other Pac-10 news, the

total from last year, Cal slipped

17th ranked WSU Cougars

and lost two straight. The losses
were both to ranked teams, 25th
ranked Air Force and 17th
ranked Washington State.
The Golden Beans arc defi

edged out the 20th ranked USC

nitely not to be overlooked.
Perhaps they are not Pac-10

championship contenders, but it
is still early in the season and

anything could happen at this
point.
in what was a shock to

.some, the Oregon Slate Beavers

fell to the Bruins of UCLA, 4335, in a game that was not as
close as the score dictates. The

loss gave evidence to tho.sc OSU

detractors who say that last year
was not just an off year for the

Trojans in a close game up in

Pullman with a 30-27 overtime
win in an intense back and forth
battle.

Both teams were coming off
big conference wins the week
before against Cal and OSU
respectively. The game pitted a

highly publicized Washington
State offense against a less publi
cized, yet equally impressive,
USC defense.

Washington State kicker

Drew Dunning kicked a 35-yard
field goal with 1:50 remaining in
regulation and another 35-yardcr
in overtime to win it for the

Cougars. "It's one of those things

Beavs.

I've always wanted to do,"

After a strong non-confer
ence season, OSU has disap

Dunning said.

pointed their Saturday football

the conference season is going to
unfold this season. But one thing

fans the last two weeks with con
secutive losses to conference
foes use and UCLA. OSU

seems to be excusing thems e

Ives early from a possible run at

the Pac-10 title, and proving to

It is still too early to tell how

is for sure, it is still anyone's con
ference to claim and there arc a
handful of teams that still have a

legitimate chance of hoisting the
Pac-10 championship trophy.
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